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Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
It’s Time to Get Rid of Your Old Infrastructure
With MicroData’s Infrastructure-as-a-Service, the hassles and expense of dealing
with Information Technology are over.
• Hardware is provided and maintained by MicroData. Stop the endless cycle of
upgrades and replacements forever.
• Always have the latest infrastructure software without having to purchase
anything. Upgrades are free.
• No long-term tie-ins. MicroData IaaS is offered on a month-to-month basis. Cancel
anytime.
• Available fully managed by MicroData or unmanaged.

• Perfect for quick business expansion, office consolidation (or complete office virtualization), or as a solution
to instantly bring the latest technologies to your business.

Keep IT Simple

MicroData has been amazing to work with. Their Private Cloud
solution has enabled us to transform into a nimble, responsive
company while at the same time substantially reducing operating
costs and increasing uptime. I’m so glad I found Glenn and the
Pro’s at MicroData.

In 2017, it doesn’t make sense to invest substantial
capital resources in infrastructure assets that will
just need to be replaced in a few years. Now a small
monthly payment gets your organization a complete
IT infrastructure - including the latest servers,
Private Cloud assets, Firewalls, Routers, and network
software.

Rob Bossler
President/CEO
Biometrix Corporation

MicroData drastically improved network performance, speed, uptime, security,
and my peace-of-mind; they also replaced our older POS terminals and worked
with our application vendor to ensure complete success. The system engineers
and the company has been outstanding from the get-go, honest, timely,
responsive, and respectful.

What Next?
Implementing an IaaS solution may be new for
you, but we’re here to help. MicroData can handle
everything from planning, to migration, to roll-out.
Contact us today for a no-obligation consultation
where we’ll listen to your needs, answer your
questions, and explain options.

Bob Morelli
General Manager
Meadow Brook Golf Club

And MicroData can handle all aspects of your
800.924.8167 or info@microdata.com
transition to IaaS. So whether you are getting rid
of an expensive office lease and moving to a virtual
business model or are dealing with upgrades of old,
out-of-date technology, MicroData can
Selective Micro has outsourced its IT with MicroData since
handle it all.
Make IT work for your business.
Focus on your customers and let
MicroData take care of IT.

2002 and it was one of the smartest decisions we have made.
Thanks to MicroData’s expertise, IaaS, and Complete Care
outsourcing coverage, IT is never a problem.
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